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We present a general theoretical approach, which explains the conductance in the ion channel with
multiple occupancy. The model is based on the design of KcsA K* channel, but not limited to it. We show that
the motion of the ions in the selective filter is concerted and can be reduced to the motion of a single quasi-
particle called quasi-ion. The concept of quasi-ions provides an elegant explanation of barrier-less "knock-on"
conduction in the selectivity filter and allows us to avoid explicit description of the motion of individual ions in
the multi-ion channel. The quasi-ions perform actual charge transfer in the channel.
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Introduction

High-resolution x-ray structures of bacterial
Kcsa K+ channel, first published in 1998 [5],
brought a new insight into the ion channels sci-
ence. It was established that the most important
feature in Kcsa structure is a narrow (~3A) selec-
tive filter. It is responsible for selectivity and con-
duction [1-4] and possibly for the fast gating of the
channels [9-11] and their C-type inactivation [13-
14, 16-18]. Up to 3 K+ ions separated by the water
molecules can be accommodated in the filter [1-4,
15]. Recent molecular dynamics (AID) studies re-
vealed barrierless "knock-on" conduction mecha-
nism in the filter [2]. An exceptional role of ion-
ion forces in the energy balance of different ion
configurations in the conduction pathway was es-
tablished [1-4]. Although the location of the fast
gate in the selectivity filter region may be consid-
ered established, the molecular mechanisms re-
sponsible for gating are still not well characterized.
It is well known that the ions in the selectivity fil-
ter interact with the pore walls strongly [1-6]. Ions
create very strong local electrostatic field, which
can substantially alter the conformation and polari-
zation state of the filter walls. Such large-scale
changes are likely to be much slower than the time
of single ion passing and thus will "feel" the mean
occupancy of the filter. In our previous works [21]
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we show that such systems with strong ion-con-
formational interaction (ICI) may exhibit complex
self-organized behavior. Particularly two steady
states, which correspond to the closed and open
states of the channel, may appear [21]. This con-
cept is very attractive because it explains the ap-
pearance of discrete conductance states from the
very basic principles. It is not strongly "bound" to
particular molecular structure and is applicable to
the broad range of systems [20, 21]. The concept
was successfully applied to bacterial reaction cen-
ters [21] but its application to the ion channels was
long hampered despite the number of experimental
proofs [11]. The reason was that the ion channels
where recognized to be multi-ion pores, while ex-
plicit accounting for multiple ions in ICI leads to
intolerable mathematical complications. In the pre-
sent study we propose a general theory of the
multi-ion channels, which allow us to model the
behavior of several strongly interacting ions in the
wide energy well. It allows to reduce the motion of
multiple ions to the motion of a single quasi-
particle. This greatly simplifies the problem and
allows us to use the ICI concept.

In the present work we formulate our approach
in terms of general single-ion energy profiles and
ion-ion interaction forces. We show that in certain
cases it is possible to consider the fast fluctuations
of the ion-ion distances to be adiabatically decoup-



led from the slow motion of the ions' center of
masses. The latter can be considered as a quasi-
particle called a quasi-ion. Subsequent develop-
ment includes modeling of the ion exchange with
solutions and description of the conduction in
terms of quasi-ions.

Conduction in the ion channel
with multiple occupancy

The character of the ions motion
in the filter

Although selective filters of the K+ channels are
long recognized to be multi-ion pores, existing
theoretical models of conduction seem to underes-
timate the importance of the collective motions of
the ions in the filter. Conventional models of mul-
tiply occupied channels treat them as a system of
binding sites, which may contain only one ion
each. Ion-ion interactions are usually treated im-
plicitly as restrictions that allow one ion to reside
in each binding site [21##]. These models are
unlikely able to describe the energy profile in the
filter adequately. It is believed that the selectivity
filter is a rather extended and deep energy well that
contains several strongly interacting ions [1-4].
It is necessary to note, that the energy profile in the
selectivity filter may contain local minima, which
are often considered to be preferable ions loca-
tions. However this minima are small in compari-
son with the full depth of the potential well in the
filter [4] and overall dynamics of the ions can not
be described as single-ion "jumps". Modern MD
and BD simulations allow studying the motion of
individual ions in the channel pore explicitly.
However, they operate on the time scales much
shorter than characteristic time of the ion transloca-
tion and thus are "excessively detailed" for the ma-
jority of applications. In addition, recent MD studi-
es [2] suggest that permeation through the channel
is an essentially collective effect and requires rela-
tively slow concerted motion of all ions in the fil-
ter. However, there are no theoretical explanations
of this interesting behavior. Thus, a simple theo-
retical approach, which correctly describes the
permeation through the channel but eliminates un-
necessary small-scale details, seems to be very at-
tractive.

Energy profiles
and motion equations

Let us consider a generalized model of the
channel pore that may accommodate several ions at
once. The pore is assumed to be axially symmetric

and the ions are considered confined at the pore
axis. Thus, the ions are assumed to move in one
dimension in a single-file manner.

Single ion energy profile U(x) gives the ener-

gy of the solitary ion at the point χ on the channel
axis. U(x) includes the interaction of the ion with

the pore walls and the contribution of the external
membrane potential. Relationship between the
model pore and the structure of the real channel is
explained in Figure.

The energy of the ion-ion interaction is V(r),

where r is the distance between the ions. It is assumed
that the potential V(r) accounts for the fast compo-

nents of polarization in the channel protein and water
molecules situated between the ions but does not de-
pend on the exact positions of the ions in the pore.

The motion of the ions in the pore is assumed to
be overdamped and may be described by the
Langevin equations:

(1)

where т is the mass of the ion, γ is the friction
coefficient, Е(ХІ) is the energy of the z'-th ion, FR is
the random force, which correspond to the thermal
fluctuations. The friction coefficient can be calcu-
lated from the ion's diffusion coefficient D as

Relationship between the real structure of Kcsa potassium
channel and the model pore. Kcsa channel is shown with two
K* ions in the selectivity filter. Only two of four subunits are
shown for clarity. The cartoon of the model pore is superim-
posed on the selectivity filter. Dimensions of the model pore
and the example of the single ion energy profile are shown

We model the random force as a white noise

(2)
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If the channel contains N ions, then the energy
of the z'-th ion is

and equation (1) may be rewritten as

(3)

, (4)

(5)

instead of the ions' coordinates xi,q is the position
of the center of masses of all ions in the filter, pi

are the distances between adjacent ions (the ions
are sequentially numbered from left to right), N is
the number of ions in the channel.

The positions of individual ions are expressed
in the terms of new coordinates as

The distance between two arbitrarily chosen
ions i and j (j > z) is

(8)

where p = {pl,p2,...,pN_l]. There are no terms,

which describe the ion-ion interaction in the first
equation of (8). This important feature is used
below to determine fast and slow motions in the
system.

Characteristic times

The motion of the ions in the channel can be
characterized by three time constants: τq, τρ and

τex, τq is the relaxation time of q variable. τρ is

the mean relaxation time of all p,'s. Finally, τex is

the mean time between the events of ion exchange
between the channel interior and external solutions.

The values of the time constants can be evalu-
ated by considering returning forces Fq and Fp,
which drive the system back to the steady state
after small perturbation and act on q and ρ vari-
ables, respectively.

The following limiting cases may be consid-
ered:

The weak interaction case is probably not ap-
plicable for real channels, however it may be im-
portant in the other systems. The moderate interac-
tion case is the most complicated one, because the
system of equations (8) or its equivalent (4) should
be solved explicitly, which means in fact the
Brownian Dynamics simulation. The strong inter-
action case, however, allows adiabatic decoupling
of the fast motions, which are vibrations of the ion-
ion distances. This greatly simplifies the problem.
Subsequent development is done in the assumption
of strong interaction. It will be shown below that
the strong interaction is observed in the model of
Kcsa selectivity filter.

Quasi-ions

Equations (8) for q may be written as

where

As it is stated above, in the strong interaction
case the relaxation of ion-ion distances is much
faster than that of the ions' center of masses. The
characteristic time needed for the ion-ion distances
to reach the equilibrium distribution is ip. It is

much shorted than the time scale of q relaxation,
which is the time scale we are interested in. Thus,
it is possible to assume that the distribution of the
ion-ion distances is close to the equilibrium distri-
bution f0(q,p) for each given q:

where are the forces

acting on the ion from the pore wall and the other
ions, respectively.

It is convenient to introduce new variables

(6)

(7)

Adding and subtracting equations (4) one can
obtain the equations for q and p. Using obvious
relation one can trans-
form the system of equations (4) to

(9)

Weak interaction:

Moderate interaction:

Strong interaction:



(10)

(see [21]).
On the time scale of q relaxation, there is an

"averaged" effective force acting on q, which is
equal to

(H)

If the introduced adiabatic approximation is
valid, then equation (9) can be reduced to

(12)

See Appendix С for derivation details.
Introducing the effective potential for q

(13)

(14)

where DN = D/N. This is essentially the Langevin

equation for a particle with a mass of /V ion masses
that performs stochastic motion in the effective
potential U eff

Thus, the motion of the multiple ions in the
pore can be reduced to the motion of their center
of masses in the case of strong ion-ion interac-
tions. The whole set of ions in the pore can be
considered as a quasi-particle, referred to as
quasi-ion that has the mass of N ion masses and
moves in the effective potentials according to the
Langevin equation (14).

of the quasi-ions because only individual ions can
leave or enter the channel. However, it is possible
to estimate the probability of the ion exchange
events for a given position of the quasi-ion.

Let us assume that the channel contains N ions
and the corresponding quasi-ion is located at the
point q. The edges of the channel pore are at the
points ±L. Positions of the individual ions fluctu-
ate around their local equilibrium values according
to the distribution f0(q,p) given by (10). The ion

can leave the channel only if it comes sufficiently
close to the edge of the channel. Let us define these
"exit regions" as the narrow "slices" of width Ax
at the edges of the channel. The probabilities of
finding the ions in the left and right exit regions are

(15)

(16)

If the ion appears in the exit region it escapes
with the fixed probability k, which is the rate con-
stant for crossing the channel boundary.

The probabilities of entering the channel from
the left and right solutions are

(17)

respectively, where CR and CL are the effective
concentration in the left and right solutions.

At the moment of ion exchange the "dimen-
sionality" of the quasi-ion abruptly changes and it
"jumps" to the location of the center of masses of
.the remaining ions (actually the "new" quasi-ion is
not formed instantaneously, but after very short
equilibration period comparable to ip). The new
position of the quasi-ion is strictly determined by
its position before the exchange event. Let us as-
sume that the channel contained N ions at the in-
stant of exchange event and the ion is crossing the
left channel boundary. The first ion is, therefore, in
the left exit region and the quasi ion is located at
the point

Modeling ion exchange
events

The concept of the quasi-ions is formulated for
the channel that permanently contains N ions.
However, in real channels the occupancy state is
changed abruptly during the events, when the ions
are exchanged with the external solutions. Ex-
change events cannot be directly described in terms

(18)

where subscript N indicates the current channel
occupancy. If the first ion escapes, the remaining
N - 1 ions form a quasi-ion at the point

(19)

one can obtain final equation for q



Current through the channel
and the mean occupancy

In order to model the conduction through the
channel one should combine the motion of the
quasi-ions between the exchange events with the
"switches" of the channel occupancy at these mo-
ments. Each of the possible occupancy states of the
channel is described by the Focker-Planck equa-
tion, which corresponds to the Langevin equation
(14)

where PN is the distribution function of the quasi-
ion in the occupancy state N.

This equation should be appended by the terms,
which describe ion-exchange events according to
the scheme N-1<->N<->N + 1. Using (15), (16),
(17), (20) and (21) we derive a quite complicated
equation for the distribution function of the quasi-
ion, which accounts for the ion-exchange events
and is valid for any concentrations of the ions in
solutions and arbitrary membrane potentials.

(see [21] and the references herein for detailed
proof)· In this equation the first term describes the
motion of the quasi-ion of dimensionality N be-

tween the exchange events, terms 2 and 3 corre-
spond to the transition N -1 —> N, terms 3 and 4 to
the transition Ν + 1 -> N, terms 5 and 6 to the tran-
sitions N —> N +1 and N —> N -1 respectively.

For practical calculations the number of al-
lowed occupancy states can be restricted by the
maximally possible occupancy N max, because the
states with the high occupancies are very improb-
able due to the "cluttering" of the ions and, there-
fore, very high energies of the corresponding
states.

The current through the channel in the steady
state can be calculated as the integral flux through
one of channel edges (say, left).

(23)

where /o is an empirical constant derived from the
comparison with experimental or BD data. Two
other empirical parameters Ax and k are determined
from the comparison of theoretical and BD distribu-
tions of the quasi-ions as it described below.

Another important property of the channel is its
mean occupancy. It can be calculated as the
weighted sum over the occupancy states

(24)

Conclusions

We have developed a general theoretical ap-
proach, which provides a description of ions' trans-
location in the channels with multiple occupancy.
It is shown that there is a hierarchy of motions in
the selective filter of the channel: the fluctuations
of the ion-ion distances are much faster then the
motion of the ions' center of masses. The latter
may be considered as a quasi-particle, called quasi-
ion. The quasi-ion moves in the effective potential,
which is formed by the pore wall and the fast fluc-
tuations of the ion-ion distances. Our approach
allows to reduce the motion of multiple interacting
ions to the translocation of single quasi-ion. This
simplifies the description of the ion conductance
grately and opens the perspectives for further theo-
retical development.
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ЗАГАЛЬНА ТЕОРІЯ ІОННИХ КАНАЛІВ
З БАГАТОКРАТНОЮ ЗАСЕЛЕНІСТЮ

У статті представлений загальний теоретичний підхід, що дозволяє описати провідність іонних
каналів з множинною заселеністю. Він базується на реальній структурі калієвого каналу KcsA, але не
обмежується даним каналом. Показано, що рух іонів у селективному фільтрі каналу є істотно
колективним і може бути редукованим до руху єдиної квазічастинки - квазііону. Концепція квазііонів
дозволяє пояснити явище безбар'єрної виштовхувальної провідності в селективному фільтрі та
уникнути повного опису руху індивідуальних іонів у багатоіонному каналі, що значно спрощує задачу.
Показано, що квазііони є фактичними переносниками заряду в каналі.


